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OVERVIEW
Captain Hawk Security Limited is a well established security company offering varied security services, with our
Head office in Milimani Nakuru, and branch offices in other towns.

VALUE ADDED
As a policy, Captain Hawk security strives to provide guarding and other incidental security services to the highest
standards possible.
Our fundamental objective in the training of our clients' personnel is to make our clients understand what value the
security function generates for its service delivery ultimately, we seek to demonstrate the ways in which security
service can add value to an organization. Traditionally, security has been viewed negatively as a cost, an overhead,
as an unfortunate expenditure necessitated by a hostile business environment.
More importantly we focus the security function and other service lines on aligning them with organizational
objectives and delivering competitive advantage rather than just protecting it from risks. For example, security officers
might generate the following benefits which extend beyond a purely security role.
1. Providing a dedicated member of staff to be deployed to incidents speedily reduces the chances of an
incident escalating.
2. Spotting suspicious behavior reduces losses and /or violent incidents
3. As an easily recognized symbol of authority officers may deter theft and reassure staff and customers and
give them confidence to attend incidents.
4. As an easily recognized symbol of authority officers may encourage more people to visit the organization
and increase business
5. Trained in arrest procedures and police co-operation, security officers may help quicken the processing of
those arrested: Reducing need for staff to be absent from the workplace.
6. Assisting visitors and customers with directions increase job interest for officers and improve customer
service.
7. Security officers provide a greeting for visitors and customers entering the premises generating a friendlier
climate.

Our Mission
To provide an effective, efficient and sustainable service delivery to our esteemed customers.

Our Vision
To become the leading security providers in the region.
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Introduction
Captain Hawk Security is one of the best new entrants in the security market in provision of integrated
security solutions. Our cost effective integrated security solutions are mapped on risk mitigation enabling our
clients to achieve their goals and profitability.
The company is built around professionals who have extensive experience in the private security industry in Kenya,
coupled with intimate knowledge of the cultural and regional peculiarities of their specialists' technical areas of
operations. Our security company is currently operating mainly within Nairobi, Nakuru, Eldoret Counties and its
environs but we have the capability and plan to project quality security solutions all over Kenya and beyond.

Key Areas of Operation
Captain Hawk Security operates primarily in commercial and urban residential areas where we provide security
management to individuals, corporate, governmental and humanitarian organizations.
In a people business you have to have confidence in the people you do business with and in this area Captain Hawk
Security excels in providing trusted professionals with the capability to provide knowledge about their area and
credibility to deliver first class integrated solutions.
Our services include
The company provides the following services among others;
Ø Security guards services
Ø Security training services
Ø Risk management –security surveys
Ø Security consultancy
Ø Private investigations and detective services
Ø Institutional and school security
Ø Event/function security
Ø Escort services
Ø Dog handling
Ø Electronic/alarm security installations
Ø Fire prevention and appliances through hazard management systems ltd.
Ø Health and safety services
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Guards Service
A properly selected, well trained security officer is nothing without supervision and we go to great lengths to
provide nothing but the best Supervisors, Field officers and management visit guards in turns to ensure that the
supervisor is supervised as he supervises the guard.
Close protection (VIP)
Our CP services cover both corporate and personal requirements for the short or long term. With a team
comprising close protection operatives and security trained drivers, we provide security cover for escorts,
convoys, and personal protection and team assignments.
Events Venue Safety and Security
We have considerable experience in providing a wide range of services to sports, conferences, exhibitions and
community events. Security for special events can include access control, crowd and vehicular control and close
protection. We partner with you to develop and execute a comprehensive security plan that can include event
management, coordination with local agencies and risk/event assessments. We carry out comprehensive eventsite surveys and provide detailed operational planning in emergency and contingency management, crowd
movement and control in order to manage the day's event security and safety. Additionally, we carry out postevent analyses and make recommendations for future editions of such events as part of our post-event safety and
security reports.
Consultancy Services
Captain Hawk Security delivers cost effective security consultancy and planning services to publish public and
private enterprises whether they are critical asserts, corporate entities or residences. Since we use holistic
approach based around 2DR (Deter, Detect and Respond) we are not constrained geographically and all of
our security specialists have the knowledge and experience needed for assessing and reducing risk.
Our consultants will analyze current security and then identify physical and operational vulnerabilities before
concluding with budget oriented resource requirements, recommendation and customized contingency plan.
Our objective is to offer the optimum security solutions to protect individuals and businesses. We strive to the
notion “YOUR SAFETY IS OUR PRIORITY”.
Vetting
we ensure that every security officer is fully vetted. The security officers undergo rigorous training programmed
to producing people with confidence and maturity. Supervision and monitoring of the security officer's
performance is the area in which we put the most effort. In addition to welfare visits by supervisors and
management, we employ many technological measures of performance and we harness them to a strong code
of conduct.
Our people are rewarded for good work and we firmly believe that excellent compensation rates form an
integral part in the factors needed to motivate personnel in the security industry. Our team members are paid a
wage superior to others in the geographical area of operation as this leads to improved motivation and increase
the level of security offered. Consequently, we will never knowingly under pay our people.
We also pay attention to the other factors which motivates our people: for example, the uniform and his pride in
wearing it, the attention and recognition management.
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Training
captain hawk security guards are selected and trained to meet the changing security techniques in order to be
effective in the field .our guards are carefully selected by experienced recruitment staff in order to find
individuals who meet captain hawks security company employment standards in the field .through training,
performance evaluation and quality assurance is enhanced to ensure our guards maintain consistence with
security standards. Our guards undergo intensive four weeks basic security training where they are trained in the
following areas among others;
· Effective communication skills
· Introduction to law
· Crime and society/perspective of crime
· Understanding security
· Discipline; security professionalism(code of conduct)/chain of command
· Roles of security personnel
· Security equipment and their uses
· Introduction to security survey/audits
· Assignment instructions
· Customer relations and corrective attitudes
· Introduction to crime scene management
· Access control
· First aid
· Fire safety and prevention
· Health and safety
· Ant-terrorism
· Radio communication
· Introduction to disaster management
· Handing/taking over procedures
· Introduction to emergency management
· Intelligence and investigation
· Patrol techniques
· Arrest procedures
Recruitment Requirement
The following are our strict requirements for the recruitment of guards;
· Must be a Kenyan citizen
· Must provide a certificate of good conduct from the criminal investigation department.
· Must have a Kenyan identification card
· Must have secondary school certificate
· Must provide a medical report from a certified government doctor
· Must provide a letter of introduction from his/her area chief
· Must be aged between 22-40 years old for men and 22-38 years for ladies
· Provide at least three referees with their contacts and identity cards
· Weight and height of each guard must be proportion to suit the required standards of security services or
as specified by a client.
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Key Holding Service
The association of chief police officers require a response time of 20 minutes from the time your intruder alarm
goes off in your office to the time they arrive on site. We offer an immediate response when an alarm is
triggered, entering and securing your premises. We will also collaborate with the emergency services as
needed.
Locks and Alarms
Are your premises securely locked and alarmed every night?
In a business world that makes ever-increasing demands on your workforce, the need to work late or meet
deadlines necessitates some members of staff having to work outside normal hours. Usually in these instances
one member of staff is asked to “Lock-up” when finished.
We have fully trained and vetted security officers who will patrol, lock and alarm your premises at specified
times, ensuring that the correct procedures are followed as required by your company.

Our Philosophy
At Captain Hawk Security we pride ourselves on our integrity, reliability and dedication. We are committed to
delivering excellence services, a philosophy that runs through our organization from our Senior Director to all of
our security officers.
Customer Service
Our mission is to provide efficient, effective and sustainable service delivery in the security industry. Our
innovative approach to client care is designed to ensure maximum flexibility for the services that we offer,
enabling close partnership with our valued clients to exceed their expectations.
Quality is of great importance to us and is delivered through a team of highly trained and committed personnel.
Our staff will work as part of your team to ensure a secure and friendly environment.

Our Design and Structure of Responsibility & Authority
Each member of staff has a well defined job description, which gives him/her the responsibilities and authorities
to achieve the set goals. The job description of the management staff is well defined to avoid overlap of duties.
Employees are given adequate authority to execute their tasks.
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Key Responsibilities
The key responsibilities of the Director of Operations, Operations Manager, Branch Manager, Marketing
Manager and Field Officer are summarized below:
1. Director of Operations has overall authority and responsibility to ensure high standards of professional
performance and integrity at all times in the organization, define realistic and challenging corporate
targets, financial budgets and increase revenues and market in the region. He is equally responsible for
maintenance of efficient business management systems and procedures.
2. Human Resources
3. It is the policy of Captain Hawk Security Company to recruit well educated, trained and skilled staff to
perform its operations. However the management will adopt continuous training for staff to continuously
update the skills of the staff for changing customer needs.
4. The training, education, skills and experience records are maintained in personnel files of each
employee and used as a tool for personal evaluation.
5. Operations Manager is responsible for co-ordination of security guard services at clients' premises and
ensuring that the guards have been provided with the needed resources to perform their duties
effectively.
6. Branch Manager has overall authority and responsibility for development and management of staff. He
keeps the top management informed on all legal and operational matters and maintains good relations
with regulatory bodies.
7. Marketing Manager is responsible for selling company products and services in market place. He/she
are responsible for identification of new markets.
8. Field Officer is responsible for ensuring good relations with clients for good services and Alarms. He
supervises the guards, initiates investigations where necessary and works in close liaison with the
police. He has authority to take.
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LIST OF OUR MAJOR CUSTOMERS
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PORTFOLIO
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CONTACTS:

24HR RESPONSE
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